Servian DevOps Compass

The Servian DevOps Compass enables you to understand the maturity levels of your businesses systems and Continuous Delivery capabilities, creating a comprehensive strategy for modernising development and deployment practices.

Additional Key Benefit

**DevOps explained through business value**
- Clear roadmap that focuses on business values.
- Structured workshops for all levels of the business, with everyone on one journey.
- Case studies demonstrating how the changes add value to the business.

**Client Challenges and Why**

**Business case for DevOps**
- Clients understand the need automation and DevOps but struggle to articulate why. The DevOps Compass provides you with clear value propositions for the business, not just the tech!

**How do you measure the automation?**
- You can say you’re doing “DevOps”, but how do you measure improvements and value? The Compass provides you with a clear baseline and benchmark of your capability. It identifies phases of delivery that uplift capability in a way that means something to your organisation.

**What's first?**
- The work to implement Automation can make you want to stick with the status quo. The DevOps Compass program provides a clear and concise path to deliver the new capability in stages. Your teams learn as they go and they have Servian in their corner ensuring that the work gets done.

**Key Activities**

**Gather all architectures, structures and models**
- Engage with stakeholders with all teams active from day one.
- Gathering all system architectures for the given product.
- Use Hava.io and other products to better understand your cloud infrastructure architecture.

**Workshops and breakout sessions**
- Tried and tested workshops that benchmark current capabilities.
- Technical deep dives to understand the development process and opportunities for enhancements.
- Group discussions to provide immediate recommendations and feedback for your team.

**Presentations for all levels of the business**
- A concise roadmap, technology tree, detailed report.
- High level presentation of recommended next steps and best value innovation.
- Interactive Q&A session.

**Maturity report**
- This report outlines the scoring across seven key areas: Build Management & Continuous Integration; Environments & Deployment; Release Management & Compliance; Testing; Data Management; People & Culture.
- Each has a point score which feeds into an overall maturity score for the application.

**Roadmap**
- A roadmap that lists the next steps and low hanging fruits that make a positive impact on the business. Each has a point score which feeds into an overall maturity score for the application.
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